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Abstract. Neurodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer's disease present sub-
tle anatomical brain changes before the appearance of clinical symptoms. Large 
longitudinal brain imaging datasets are now accessible to investigate these 
structural changes over time. However, manual structure segmentation is long 
and tedious and although automatic methods exist, they are often performed in a 
cross-sectional manner where each visit is analysed independently. With such 
analysis methods, bias, error and longitudinal noise may be introduced. Noise 
due to MR scanners and other physiological effects may also introduce variabil-
ity in the measurement. We propose to use 4D non-linear registration with spa-
tio-temporal regularization to correct for longitudinal inconsistency in the con-
text of structure segmentation. The major contribution of this article is the indi-
vidual template creation with spatio-temporal regularization of the deformation 
fields for each subject. We validate our method with different sets of real MRI 
data and demonstrate that spatially local temporal regularization yields more 
consistent rates of change of global structures resulting in better statistical 
power for detecting significant changes occurring between populations. 

Keywords. Longitudinal registration, spatio-temporal consistency, unbiased 
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1 Introduction 

Longitudinal measures of brain volumetry are powerful tools to assess the ana-
tomical changes underlying on-going neurodegenerative processes. In different neuro-
logical disorders, such as multiple sclerosis (MS), Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and 
Parkinson’s disease (PD), brain atrophy has been shown to be a good surrogate 
marker of disease progression [1-3]. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can provide 
reproducible 3D structural images of the brain, which can be used to assess its integ-
rity. Furthermore, the emergence of freely available longitudinal MRI databases, (e.g., 
ADNI [4], OASIS [5]) provide the necessary data to develop and test new methods 
and investigate the longitudinal structural changes of healthy and pathological brains. 



MRI-based neuro-anatomical studies are often performed in a cross-sectional man-
ner where each time-point is evaluated independently. Typically, brain morphometry 
comparison can be done by matching paired images (template-to-subject or subject-
to-subject), where the deformation field is used for re-mapping atlas regions or for 
voxel-wise comparisons of anatomical changes such as deformation-based mor-
phometry (DBM). However, in the context of longitudinal datasets, the robust estima-
tion of anatomical changes is still challenging [6]. Indeed, if we assume that longitu-
dinal changes are smoothly varying, spatially local, monotonic temporal processes, 
consideration of individual time-points independently can generate unneeded noisy 
longitudinal measurements due to the intrinsic noise associated with each visit. Dif-
ferent studies have shown the impact of MRI acquisition on structural measurements 
[7] and cortical thickness [8]. Therefore, methods, which integrate constraints from 
the temporal dimension (i.e., 4D methods), should produce more accurate, robust and 
stable measures of the longitudinal anatomical changes resulting in a more realistic 
estimation of temporal evolution.  

Different approaches have been proposed to overcome the complexity of anatomi-
cal 4D longitudinal data image analysis. In the context of clinical evaluation over a 
few years where anatomical changes are small and continuous, the use of 3D individ-
ual template targets have been proposed to perform non-linear registration [9].  

More sophisticated and mathematically proven approaches have been proposed in 
the context of larger anatomical changes over time (i.e. over the span of childhood). 
For example, a 4D population model creation using Gaussian kernel regression has 
been suggested by Davis et al. [10] where each image is registered independently to a 
moving average, avoiding creating explicit parameterized mode of the longitudinal 
changes. Kernel regression has also been used in the framework of the Large Defor-
mation Diffeomorphic Metric Mapping (LDDMM) [11-13], however, the complexity 
and computation burden for large datasets may limit their use. Regarding intra-subject 
4D registration, Lorenzi et al. [14] have proposed 4D non-linear registration via a 
global 4D deformation optimization scheme in the Demons registration framework. 

To compare anatomical differences, 3D population templates have proven their 
importance for different applications such as mapping (function, structure, vascula-
ture, etc) [15], volume estimation [16] and group comparisons [17]. While different 
techniques exist to create unbiased population templates for cross-sectional studies 
[18-19], few of these techniques have been developed for the creation of an individual 
subject 3D template. Reuter et al. created a 3D template for longitudinal analysis by 
computing the median of the linearly registered subject images [9].. 

 In this article, a new method is proposed to analyze longitudinal MRI volumes by 
creating robust 3D individual templates for each subject through non-linear registra-
tion and local spatio-temporal regularization of 4D registration. We show that a local 
spatial constraint over time can have positive global effects to significantly reduce 
random noise in the measurement of structure volumes such as the lateral ventricles. 



2 Methods 

In the following text, we consider all images to be in the same stereotaxic space (i.e., 
the space of an AD template [19]) after going through the same standard pre-
processing: non-uniformity correction [20], brain masking [21], intensity normaliza-
tion [22] and affine registration [23]. Similarly to a population template method, indi-
vidual templates are obtained after averaging the co-registered scans in a hierarchical 
manner to a subject-specific minimum deformation template [24], as described below 
and illustrated in Fig. 1. The objective of the template creation algorithm is to find the 
non-linear transformations that minimize the anatomical shape differences between 
images to create the most representative average of the subject's anatomy. Therefore, 
to obtain an unbiased individual template, we need to optimize the non-linear trans-
formation with respect to spatio-temporal constraints. While the spatial regularization 
accounts for smooth and diffeomorphic deformation between each time-point and the 
template, the temporal regularization enforces continuity in the time domain. In the 
following sections, the method and the notation for the template creation is inspired 
from Fonov et al. [19], and the nomenclature is presented in Table 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Individual model template algorithm with spatial and temporal regularization. Non-
linear registration is computed pair-wise at each level between the MRI from each visit and the 
current average template. After convergence, the template is used as a registration target for the 
next level. Meanwhile, the temporal information of the subject visit allows for spatio-temporal 
regularization of the deformation fields. 



Table 1. Notation 
 

)(vI i  Set of images for subject I from different time points i at voxel v  

( )vΦ  Individual template at voxel v  

( )vi Φ,ψ  Deformation field of visit i  to templateΦ at voxel v  

( )tvI ,ψ  Deformation fields of subject I at voxel v and at t, time of the visit 

from baseline 

)(vJ  Jacobian matrix at voxelv of the local neighbourhood Ω  

2.1 Individual template creation 

The implementation of the 4D non-linear registration is done in the framework of a 
3D non-parametric vector field estimator, subject to certain regularity constraints. The 
non-linear deformation field is estimated in a hierarchical manner where the algorithm 
maximizes the local cross-correlation of the image intensity of the source images (i.e., 

the images ( )vIi from different time points i, i=[0..n]) and the target image (i.e., the 

current estimate of the template( )vΦ ). In this framework, given a set of images 

( )vI i , the individual 3D template must satisfy an intensity constraint (Eq. 1) and a 

deformation constraint (Eq. 2). The intensity constraint minimizes the intensity differ-

ence of the set of images and the current template,( )vIΦ  such that: 
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where ( )vI
*Φ  is the optimized subject-specific individual template of subject I, and 

*
,Φiψ  is the non-linear transformation that maps the visit i at each voxel location v to 

current template. The nonlinear registration transformation is also spatially con-
strained with an elastic body model that minimizes the intensity difference of the 
paired images (i.e., between template and time point images). The elastic body con-
straints are justified in such intra-subject registration where large deformations are not 
expected. The parameters of the elastic regularizer are chosen to ensure that the trans-
formation defined by the vectors is smooth, bijective and invertible. 

The deformation constraint removes bias by minimizing the sum of all deforma-
tions for all time points: 
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2.2 Spatio-temporal regularization 

The final constraint for the nonlinear registration is performed in the spatio-temporal 
domain in order to obtain a smooth non-linear deformation over time, since we expect 
the anatomical changes to happen in a continuous fashion. Therefore, to create a 
smooth longitudinal deformation field, we perform a local linearization of the defor-
mation fields in the local neighbourhood Ω

v
 and linear regression in time of the zeroth 

order component ( )(tT ) and a first order component ( )(vJ ), see Eq.3. The pro-

posed decomposition of the deformation fields is similar to a Taylor series expansion 
of order 1 in time and in space. The spatio-temporal regularization is effectively per-
forming bi-linear regularization of the local deformation field, see Eq. 4,. Figure 2 
provides a simplified diagram of the spatio-temporal regularization process.  

 ( ) ( )vxtvJtvTtv
vxI −+= ∑ Ω∈

),(ˆ),(ˆ,*ψ  (3) 

where ),(* tvIψ  is the regularized set of deformation fields, ^ represents the linear 

regression of  each component xd , yd , zd  of the deformation vector at voxel v . The 

values for ),(ˆ tvT  and ),(ˆ tvJ  are given in eq. 4 where )(vTo , )(1 vT  are the zeroth 

and first order vectors obtained from the linear regression of the deformation field 
vectors (blue vectors in Fig 2) and J0(v), J1(v) are the zeroth and first order matrices 
obtained by performing regression on the local Jacobian matrix: 

 tvTvTtvT ⋅+= )()(),(ˆ 10  and tvJvJtvJ ⋅+= )()(),(ˆ 10  (4) 

 

Fig. 2. Spatio-temporal regularization. The figure represents a set of 2D longitudinal deforma-
tion fields (1 to 4) where the considered vector is red, and the neighbourhood vectors are blue. 
Resulting bi-linear regularization of the deformation field is shown in gray as well as the regu-
larized local Jacobian. 



2.3 Optimization and convergence 

The optimization is performed at 3 hierarchical levels, starting with deformations 
estimated every 8mm, then every 4mm and finally, every 2mm. At each level, the 
regularizations are performed consecutively in the order of equations 2 and 3. Also, 
the template and deformation fields estimated at one hierarchical level are used to 
initialize the procedure at the next successive hierarchical level. In previous studies, 
we found that 4 iterations are enough for the convergence of the iterative process at 
each hierarchical level [19].  

2.4 Experiments 

The proposed method, temporal bi-linear regularization with individual template 
(TWT), is compared to two more classical approaches using the same 3D nonlinear 
registration framework. The first approach, cross-sectional (CS), is a direct non-linear 
registration of each time point independently within the common stereotaxic space 
(AD template) without using any longitudinal information or constraints [16]. The 
second approach, cross-sectional with individual template (CSWT), creates a subject-
specific template from all time points, but no temporal regularization stage is per-
formed. This will enable us to evaluate the contribution of temporal regularization.  

In order to evaluate the stability, regularity, continuity and bias of the proposed ap-
proach, we choose to perform ventricular segmentation for each subject at each time 
point. Ventricular enlargement is often used as a surrogate of brain atrophy, believed 
to represent the progression of neurodegenerative processes as in MS or AD [25]. In 
addition, ventricular segmentation is relatively straightforward due to the high con-
trast between brain tissue and CSF, and as such should not add unwanted variance to 
the analysis, as would be the case if more subtle structures such as the hippocampus 
or entorhinal cortex were used as a test structure.  

For each method, the manually segmented lateral ventricles of the AD template are 
then propagated back to each 3D image for each time-point by concatenation of the 
required transforms to avoid blurring due to multiple interpolations. Better tech-
niques, more accurate and sensitive to perform ventricular segmentation exist, as de-
scribed by Apostolova et al. [26], but our goal is to show the longitudinal perform-
ance and consistency of our approach. 

2.5 Data 

Two datasets were used to evaluate the proposed algorithm. First, to evaluate stability 
and potential bias, a scan-rescan database of 20 healthy subjects scanned 4 times 
within the same week (twice the first session and once during 2 different days). The 
subject was taken out from the scanner before getting back in for each rescan session. 
No ventricular volume change is expected in this case. The T1-weighted MRI images 
were acquired on a 1.5T SIEMENS MRI scanner with a 3-D spoiled gradient echo 
(GRE) sequence (TR=22ms, TE=9.2ms, flip=30o). 



Second, to evaluate the algorithm where change is expected, T1-weighted images 
from the ADNI study were used. The experiment was performed using all subjects 
that had 4 visits (0, 6, 12 and 24 months) yielding groups of 177 normal controls 
(NC), 200 mild cognitive impaired (MCI) and 108 AD patients. 

3 Results 

3.1 Scan-rescan dataset 

Figure 3 shows the temporal distribution of ventricular volume changes between the 
cross-sectional (CS, and CSWT) and the longitudinal technique (TWT) for the re-
peated sessions, and where the first session is used as a reference. As expected, the 
longitudinal regression reduces the variability of volume changes between successive 
acquisitions. The individual template created with the CSWT approach presents less 
variability than the segmentations produced with the CS technique. The comparisons 
of the variances (ANOVA) revealed significant differences between the different 
sessions only with the CS approach (p-value<0.05). 

 

Fig. 3. Percentage of ventricular volume change for the scan-rescan dataset, measured between 
the baseline scan and rescans 1, 2 and 3. The use of an individual template with (CSWT and 
TWT) reduces the bias of the longitudinal registration. The temporal regularization (TWT) 
results in smaller variability between successive sessions. 

3.2 Longitudinal database from ADNI 

Figure 4 shows the percentage of ventricular volume change for each group (NC, 
MCI and AD) where the first visit is used as a reference (i.e., percent change from 
baseline is plotted). While the trend of ventricular enlargement is similar between the 
methods, we can observe the net decrease of variability with the TWT method.  



Smaller longitudinal variability should improve the statistical power to detect group 
differences and thus reduce the number of subjects required for a clinical trial. For 
example, in order to detect at least a 25% reduction in the annualized rate of ventricu-
lar enlargement in the AD group, the TWT approach requires half as many subjects 
than the standard cross-sectional method (see Table 1).  
 

 CS CSWT TWT 
Annualized growth rate (%) 6.97 (+/-3.65) 6.38 (+/-2.99) 4.37(+/-1.64) 
Sample size (power of 90%) 38 31 20 
Sample size (power of 80%) 28 22 14 

Table 2. Sample size needed (for treated and placebo groups) to detect a 25% reduc-
tion in the annualized rate of ventricular growth in the AD group, with a one-sided 
test and α = 0.05 at 80% and 90% power using the cross-sectional and the two longi-
tudinal approaches. Note that the TWT method requires roughly half as many sub-
jects when compared to the CS method. 

 

Fig. 4. Percentage ventricular change of the ADNI database after 6, 12 and 24 months. The AD 
group of patient shows a stronger ventricular growth. While TWT estimates smaller ventricular 
growth compared to CS and CSWT, TWT shows a much smaller variability.  

Figure 5 shows the TWT-segmented ventricles and the Jacobian determinant of the 
deformations estimated (from template to time-point, and not from time-point to base-
line image) with the 3 methods for an AD patient over the 24-month period. Note that 
the average Jacobian determinant of the individual visits has been subtracted from the 
CS Jacobian map to remove the AD template-to-individual deformation and keep only 



the longitudinal deformation component for comparability with the CSWT and TWT 
Jacobian maps.  

 

Fig. 5. Ventricle segmentations, templates and deformation fields. First row represents the 
ventricular segmentation performed by the TWT approach. The ventricle increases from 64cc 
to 70cc in the 24m period. The next row shows the AD template used as a stereotaxic space for 
CS. The following two rows shows the individual template computed with CSWT and TWT. 
At each visit, the determinant of the visit-to-template deformation’s Jacobian (in blue (larger 
than template) - red (smaller than template)) is overlaid onto the subject T1W axial image (in 
grey).  

First, we can note that there are large local deformations near the cortex and in 
some regions of the parenchyma in the CS results, probably due to mismatch with the 
AD population template (left side) used by the CS method. Furthermore, there are 
multiple punctuate shrinking and enlarging regions within the ventricles that are not 
consistent with the notion of gradual ventricular growth. By using a subject-specific 
template in the CSWT and TWT methods (leftmost image, bottom two rows), there 
are no large local deformations in the parenchyma or cortex. The CSWT and TWT 
maps present globally smooth progressive Jacobian changes over time, with much 
less heterogeneity compared to the CS approach. Surprisingly, the CSWT Jacobians 



are quite consistent over time. However, there are non-null deformations recovered at 
the 12 month time point where the individual should be similar to the subject-specific 
average template.  

4 Discussion and conclusion 

In this article, we presented a new approach for the estimation of individual longi-
tudinal changes using unbiased individual subject-specific templates and spatio-
temporal regularization. The robust estimation of the deformations is obtained using 
an unbiased individual template approach, minimizing deformations between subject 
visits. Meanwhile, a local spatio-temporal regularization is achieved with bi-linear 
regression of the deformation field and its Jacobian matrices. The regression of the 
decomposition enables a temporal regularization at a voxel and local neighbourhood 
level. 

Experiments on real data reveal increased stability in estimating individual changes 
over time compared to standard cross-sectional approaches. The longitudinal regulari-
zation of the deformation at a local level reduces the longitudinal noise at the 
global/structural level, while the hierarchical iterative process produces a robust indi-
vidual template that allows for better anatomical matching across time in an individ-
ual.  

In this study, the small number of time points limits the use of more complex lon-
gitudinal regression models. In the future other models of temporal regularization 
regression will be investigated.  

An important aspect of longitudinal clinical and research studies is the cost of re-
cruiting and scanning subjects for multiple visits. Adapted longitudinal analysis tech-
niques, such as the one proposed here, will allow for better power to detect differ-
ences between groups, and thus will lead to the reduction of the number of subjects 
required for research and for clinical trails. Conversely, such methods could also 
shorten the time needed to achieve significant results.  
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